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This exhibition presents selections from the Yale University Art Gallery’s Allan
Chasanoff Book Art Collection, gathered from the 1960s to the present,
alongside eight new commissions conceived and produced in 2014 for the
galleries at Artspace. The historic Collection re-envisions the book as sculpture,
and serves as both counterpoint and inspiration for the new works. The
commissions were selected via an open call, which challenged artists to submit
proposals that both deconstruct the concept of the book, and take the state of
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The eight commissions echo the Chasanoff Collection in The
examining
the physical
limits to what can be identified as a book. Several artists explode the concept
further, presenting book-as-environment or book-as-total-surround. Others
mutate the book, evoking the evaporation of literature in our Kindle and e-book
era. Several take a historical approach, retaining the notion of a book as a
vessel for presenting a critical argument or narrative. The commissions
reference a range of sociopolitical issues specific to Connecticut, including
environmental, industrial and legal topics. Personal histories and family lineage
intertwine through many, adding an intimate note. Juxtaposed with the
Chasanoff Collection, which offers precedent and context, these new
commissions come together to meditate on the evolution of the book in the
here and now.

Artspace is very grateful to the Yale University Art Gallery for its loans and multi-faceted support of CT
(un) bound. The exhibition has also received generous support from The Andy Warhol Foundation, the
National Endowment for the Arts, the Institute for Museum and Library Services, the Maximilian and
Marion Hoffman Foundation, the City of New Haven, the Community Foundation of Greater New Haven,
Robinson and Nancy Grover, and Sharon and Dan Milikowsky.	
  

